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Abstract This article investigates methods for achieving more general manipulation capabilities for mobile
manipulation platforms, which produce legible behavior
in human living environments. To achieve generality and
legibility, we combine two control mechanisms. First of
all, experience- and observation-based learning of skills
is applied to routine tasks, so that the repetitive and
stereotypical character of everyday activity is exploited.
Second, we use planning, reasoning, and search for novel
tasks which have no stereotypical solution. We apply
these ideas to the learning and use of action-related
places, to the model-based visual recognition and localization of objects, and the learning and application
of reaching strategies and motions from humans. We
demonstrate the integration of these mechanisms into
a single low-level control system for autonomous manipulation platforms.
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1 Introduction
In this article, we investigate a simple everyday mobile
manipulation task: putting typical, easy to grasp everyday objects, e.g. mugs and plates, on the table in order
to perform a household task such as setting the table.
Our objective is to perform such tasks with a generality
and flexibility that is typically required in the context of
everyday manipulation tasks, and to exhibit motions and
behavior that look natural and are legible for humans.
Generality of control programs for autonomous manipulation is required because robots have to make many
decisions and choose various parameter settings, which
can in general not be preprogrammed. Rather than spelling
everything out explicitly and in a detailed manner by
hand, we would like to state the control programs more
generally and let the program infer the details given
more specific information about the current task context, the task itself, and the situation in which the task

Fig. 1 A reach and grasp trajectory performed during the
demo

is to be performed. Even for a simple task like picking
up a cup from the table the robot has to decide where to
stand, how to reach for the cup, how to grasp it, where
to grasp it, how much force to use for lifting it, where to
hold the object, how to hold it, etc. These decisions have
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to take into account the properties of the object, the capabilities of the robot, the action context, and the task
for which the action is to be executed. Instead of specifying the exact position from where the robot is to pick
up a particular object, we more generally ask the robot
to go to a place that is suitable for the robot to pick it
up. The robot then chooses the most suitable position
based on task context information. Another example is
grasping a bottle. If the robot is to pour liquid, it should
grasp the body of the bottle. If, however, it intends to
put away the bottle then grasping the bottleneck is often the better alternative. Indeed, the problem of picking
up objects is so comprehensive that Rosenbaum and his
colleagues [39] call this the Turing test for action.
The second issue addressed in the article is legibility and stereo-typicality of behavior. We believe that
personal robots should perform activities stereotypically
and in ways that are similar to humans. This view might
seem odd at first because there might be — strictly
speaking — better ways of performing the action if the
isolated optimal performance of this individual action
were the only critical objective of the robot. If the robot
is however to perform its tasks in human environments
and together with humans there are a number of advantages of performing tasks stereotypically and similarly
to humans. First, perspective taking, that is imagining
oneself performing the actions of an observed agent is
a powerful mechanism for activity recognition and understanding, predicting the intentions of others and for
implicit task coordination. Thus we assume that a robot
moving similar to humans enables people to infer the
robots’ intentions more easily. Also, having the robot
moving similarly to humans eases imitation learning for
the robot: the mapping of observed motions into the
robot’s control system is simpler and more direct.
Our approach is to have learned standard solutions,
or skills, for routine tasks, as depicted in Fig. 2. These
skills are optimized over time, which leads to stereotypical motion [55]. Such motion is predictable, can be modelled well, and is legible for humans, i.e. humans recognize the intention of the motion. By exploiting the
recurrence of many tasks in this way, we are “exploiting
the loopholes of life”, as Ian Horswill puts it [20]. This
approach combines the advantages of both reinforcement
learning and motion planning, being optimality and flexibility respectively.
To exploit the stereotypical character of everyday activity we employ a control system that first classifies
tasks into everyday ones for which it has canned solutions and novel ones which have to be planned for
and require more sophisticated reasoning before being
solved. Having encountered novel tasks that might have
to be performed more often, the system gathers experience with the novel tasks to optimize their solution and
stores learned models and solutions for later use.

Fig. 2 Learning and optimizing skills for routine tasks.

The application scenario we consider, as depicted in
Fig. 1, is an autonomous kitchen assistant [3], in particular setting the table.
The main contributions of this paper, which are illustrated in this application scenario are the following
ones. We propose
– ... methods for achieving more general manipulation
capabilities for mobile manipulation platforms, which
produce legible behavior in human living environments by combining two control mechanisms. First
of all, experience- and observation-based learning of
skills is applied to routine tasks, so that repetitive
and stereotypical character of everyday activity is exploited.
– ... the concept of action-related place to make leastcommitment decisions as to where the robot should
position itself to reach for an object. Action-related
places are learned from experience and the robot can
revise and refine action-related places during operation in order to better reflect the action context including estimated accuracies of the robot’s and the
target object’s pose.
– ... a reliable object recognition and localization system that can find instances of object categories in
its environments by retrieving 3D models from the
world wide web and that improves the models to fa-
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cilitate the subsequent visual tasks concerning this
object.
– ... a control mechanism for reaching tasks that learns
the motion strategy and behavior from the observation of human reaching behaviors. The result is a legible and predictable reaching behavior of the robot.
We demonstrate the integration of these mechanisms
into a single low-level control system for autonomous
manipulation platforms.
The rest of this article is structured as follows: First,
we present the application scenario and an overview of
the system. Then, we discuss related work in Section 2.
In Section 3 we describe an algorithm that determines
goal positions for navigation, from which manipulation
will likely succeed. Section 4 explains how the robot uses
its stereo vision system to localize the target object.
The stereo-typical reaching trajectories the robot uses
to reach to and grasp the object are explained in Section 5. Section 6 presents the task-level controller that is
important for high-level failure recovery and allows for
flexible and reliable operation of the system. Results are
presented in Section 7, and we conclude with Section 8.

1.1 Application Scenario
To illustrate the operation of our system let us consider
the following demonstration scenario, which addresses
several questions raised by the “Turing test for action”.
These questions include the ones about where the robot
should go in order to perform some manipulation action,
where should the robot grasp the object, and how should
the robot reach such that reaching is flexible and natural
looking. In all these aspects the robot will make control
decisions and parameterize actions in ways that it has
learned from experience.

Fig. 3 Result of the querying Google 3D warehouse for the
term “mug”.
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In our scenario the robot is installed in its working
environment and automatically learns a semantic 3D object model of its environment [41]. It also learns models
of the objects it has to manipulate in the installation
phase. To do so, the robot crawls websites and retrieves
candidate 3D models of object classes that are relevant
for upcoming jobs. Fig. 3 shows the result of a httpget-query to Google 3D warehouse. The robot filters out
incorrect answers assuming that most of the answers returned by Google 3D warehouse are models that match
the query. It then uses the plausible 3D object models
to find instances of the object class in its environment,
as depicted in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4 There is no matching object on the table (left) but
a matching object is found in the cupboard (right).

Besides acquiring the environment model and models
of the objects to be manipulated, the robot also learns
models of the effectiveness of its navigation and pickand-place capabilities in this particular environment. For
a particular environment at hand, these effectivenessmodels are used to tailor the choice and parameterization of action control.
One particular example of acquiring environmentspecific models of its manipulation capabilities is that
the robot learns the places where it can easily pick up
objects from the table by autonomously collecting data
about picking up and placing objects in this particular
environment. These models take into account the height
and other dimensions of the table, the dexterity of the
robot with respect to the challenges imposed by the objects that are to be manipulated, and other aspects that
are important for achieving the manipulation task. The
models are therefore grounded in experience rather than
based on analytical considerations.
Thus upon receiving a command to move a cup from
the table onto the kitchen counter, the robot uses its
environment model to query the information needed to
translate the abstract instruction into accurate geometric information required to navigate and look at the right
positions. Fig. 5 depicts the result of querying the environment model for the table in the environment.
Based on this information the robot looks in order to
determine where the cup is located on the table. Because
it could not detect the cup the first time, the robot varies
its position and the direction of the camera to get a
better look. After having detected the mug, the robot
navigates to a suitable position for picking up the object.
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1.2 System Overview
In this section, we describe the hardware and software
components of our system, required to realize the application scenario described above.
We use a B21r mobile robot from Real World Interfaces (RWI). It is a cylindrical robot with a diameter of
0.5m and a height of 1.4m. For displacement, it has a
4-wheel synchronous drive, that allows it to move forward and backwards and turn around its center axis.
The maximum translational speed of the robot is 0.9
m/s, and the maximum rotational speed is 167o /s.

Fig. 5 Results for a query for the location of a piece of
furniture, in this case the table.

Upon arrival the robot looks at the cup more carefully
to estimate the position of the cup with a precision that
is sufficient for reaching and grasping the cup.
Fig. 7 Sensors and actuators of the robot and its environment. Please see Section 1.2 for a description of the used
components.

Fig. 6 Two cups detected and localized on the table using
the model from Google 3D warehouse. The model has been
automatically scaled, but there are still discrepancies between
the cup and the model with respect to the handle of the mug.

Having fixated the cup on the table the robot performs a reaching motion that mimics human reaching
trajectories. This motion strategy enables the robot to
produce not only behavior that is more legible for humans, but is also to better map motions of people to
its own motion apparatus and thereby simplifies imitation learning. The navigation and the reaching trajectory
performed by the robot are depicted in Fig. 1.
Having grasped the object, the robot moves its hand
into the carrying position for the object and then navigates to the counter to put the object onto the counter.
Noticing the clutter on the counter, the robot adjusts its
position for placing the object to better reach the free
space on the counter.

The robot also has two 6-DOF Powercube lightweight
arms from Amtec Robotics (now part of Schunk) mounted
on it. Despite their human-like length (0.84m) they are
still much more limited than human arms as they have a
very inhomogeneous working space. They are equipped
with parallel grippers which have rubber foam attached
to their inside to increase the contact area and thus,
protect the gripped objects. The payload of each arm is
approximately 2kg. The vision system of the robot consists of two high dynamic range cameras forming a stereo
setup (Basler Scout 1390fc, resolution: 1390x1038). This
setup is mounted on a PTU-46 pan-tilt unit from Directed Perception installed on the top of the robot. Localization in the kitchen is done using a Sick LMS 200
laser range scanner with a field of view of 180 degrees
to the front, and mounted in the center of the robot
at a height of 0.35m. This laser data is integrated with
the odometry from the wheels to perform particle-based
Adaptive Monte-Carlo Localization (AMCL).
In order to achieve our kitchen task both global and
local reference frames are used: The locations where the
robot has to operate are described in global coordinates,
making it necessary to localize the robot in the kitchen.
Once the robot is in an appropriate position to perform
a manipulation task, then local perception (using the
robots vision) is used to acquire a more exact scene description. For example, if the robot must pick up a cup
from the table and place it on the kitchen counter, It
will obtain the global coordinates of both places, navi-
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gate there and then use the vision system to obtain to
precise location of the cup relative to its base.
Our goal is to develop algorithms that run on many
different robotic platforms. Therefore, we have designed
our software and hardware interfaces such that we expect
the same control program to run on our new platform
with DLR Arms [1] and DLR-HIT Hands [8], which is
currently being built.
With the increased dexterity and sensing that this
platform provides, we expect to be able to improve the
performance and robustness of our robot’s behavior.
An overview of our system is depicted in Fig. 8. Here,
the focus is on processes, not on models they operate
on. The system uses a variety of modules that communicate over two middleware systems: Player from the
Player/Stage/Gazebo project [15], and YARP [32] that
is developed in the RobotCub project. Player provides a
variety of hardware drivers and is mainly used for lowlevel communication with the robot. Examples are receiving laser sensor data, controlling the manipulators,
communicating to the base navigation system, and moving the pan/tilt unit of the cameras. Player also comes
with some standard robotic algorithms. We currently
use the Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization algorithm
for localization, pmap for map building, the Wavefront
Planner for global path planning. We added our own interfaces and drivers, where necessary. For instance, we
implemented an interface to the Kinematics and Dynamics Library (Orocos-KDL), a navigation controller, and
a driver that makes MSL for RRT-based motion planning available to the system. In Fig. 8 all processes that
are based on Player modules or external libraries are
indicated by a white background.
YARP on the other hand is used for communicating
information between higher level systems. YARP and
Player coexist peacefully, and we also built middleware
‘bridges’ that allow to send messages to both systems.
For debugging and efficient data collection purposes,
we also use the Gazebo simulator [15]. Gazebo is a highquality 3D multi-robot simulator for indoor and outdoor environments that uses the Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) library for a proper simulation of rigid body
physics. The simulator is especially useful for gathering
large training data sets required for learning action models, as described in Section 3.2.
In our experience, using modules from Open Source
projects, e.g. Player, YARP, Orocos-KDL, and MSL has
enabled us to quickly solve tasks that are necessary to
develop a running system. This has allowed us to focus
on tasks that are within our specific research interests.
The main research foci we present in this article are indicated by boxes that are surrounded by thicker edges
in Fig. 8. These will be discussed in Sections 3 to 6.
The belief state plays an important role in our system. In most systems that use plan-based control, the
belief state contains only abstract concepts. This abstraction makes planning tractable. However, it often ab-
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Fig. 8 System overview. The focus of this paper is on the
modules indicated with thick edges. For abbreviations, see
Section 1.2.

stracts away from aspects of the behavior that are very
relevant to understanding the behavior of the robot. For
a flexible adaptive planning system, it is for instance
necessary to know on a lower level what caused a failure. Only then can the robot understand the failure, and
change future plans to forestall the failure. Therefore,
our belief state receives all the information from the state
estimation modules. The planner chooses when and at
what level of abstraction it requires which information
from the belief state. Of course, local low-level control
loops between different modules also exist, for instance
in between the Vector Fields and Inverse Kinematics,
and the localization and navigation modules of the base.
For clarity, these low-level loops are not depicted in Figure 8.

2 Related Work
In recent years, many novel mobile manipulation platforms have been introduced. Platforms that have been
explicitly designed for manipulation and locomotion/navigation include humanoid robots [2, 5], single manipulators on mobile bases [24, 37], bi-manual torsos on mobile bases [52, 53], and hybrid solutions, where the base
is mobile, but the arm is not [45]. Vision is currently
the predominant form of perception for manipulation for
these and other mobile platforms [25]. Another trend is
that many of these platforms use Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRTs) [28] or related motion planning algorithms for navigation and/or manipulation planning. As
discussed in the Section 1, our focus is rather on learning skills for routine tasks, and optimizing these skills
over repeated execution, rather than developing methods that can deal with all possible situations by relying
on search. We also focus on generality, for instance by
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downloading 3D models (Section 4.2) or instructions [49]
from the World Wide Web. Another example is learning
success models from observed experience (Section 3.2),
rather than computing these probabilities based on explicit models of the robot and the environment; models
which often require and assume complete and accurate
knowledge of the world state [25].
The ability of the service robot ARMAR-III to fill
and empty a dishwasher is demonstrated by Asfour et
al. in [2]. The impressive robot solves the task well, but
under strong assumptions about the environment that
allows the usage of a limited perception system only handling simple and well known objects. A more sophisticated perception system for robot manipulation is presented by Kragic et al. in [27]. It is based on a large set
of distinct methods to localize known and novel objects.
However, they assume the 3D models for most objects as
available and lack an ability to acquire new models. The
approach also uses a strict heuristic for the order of different visual cues to be extracted. Saxena et al. propose
in ([42]) a method to learn grasp points of novel objects
purely vision based. In contrast to this, our method tries
to find a good 3D model to fit it, while they try to avoid
the usage of 3D models. The ability of vision systems
to reliably scale so that they can handle a large number
of everyday objects has not been demonstrated [25]. We
believe that acquiring 3D models from the Internet is an
important step in this direction.
Another important research topic in this paper is
learning compact models. With regard to learning models of robot capabilities, Zacharias et al. addressed the
issue of capturing robot workspace structure [56]. Their
capability maps are generated by separating the workspace
into discrete regions and trying to solve multiple inverse
kinematics queries for every region. A capability map
helps to deduce the dextrous workspace of a manipulator, which is useful for positioning the robot relative
to an object. However, capability maps do not consider
context information and therefore are not optimized for
a given environment. Although new versions of the capability map consider arm motion to reach a certain
pose [57], our approach explicitly takes the motion system into account and optimizes the initial position so
that the following process of trajectory generation is as
easy as possible. Most importantly, the success models
we learn (Section 3.2) are tailored to the set of motion
primitives our robot has (Section 5.2).
Haigh et al. [16] and Belker et al. [4] also developed
robots that optimize their high-level plans with action
models. These models are used to determine the best
path in a hallway environment. Our approach rather focuses on optimizing the parameterization of subgoals at
fixed points in the plan (i.e. where to navigate to grasp
the object), and is not limited to navigation plans or
tasks. A different thread in learning robotic action models from observed experience focusses on models that
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monitor the execution of actions, rather than predicting
their outcome up front given a parameterization [14, 11].
The trajectory imitation technique we use in Section 5 is based on the work by Ijspeert et al. [21] on
Dynamic Movement Primitives. Instead of imitating just
one example trajectory, we analyze human data to derive
stereo-typical trajectories, and imitate those. A related
approach for reaching and grasping uses Gaussian mixture models to encode a set of trajectories [9] that are
taught to a robot using kinesthetics (the human teacher
moves the robot’s actuators). These models contain the
allowed variance and generalize to new task settings. Our
approach observes data from real human subjects while
doing reaching movements in the presence of obstacles,
and use different models depending on the situation. The
situation (e.g. position of the obstacle) affects the trajectory in a causal matter, and our model takes into account
different strategies for accomplishing the same reaching
task (avoiding the obstacle on the left, right, or above
it).

3 Navigating to Grasp
Mobile manipulation requires not only navigation and
manipulation skills, but also knowledge of the interactions and coupling between them. Simply navigating to
a location close to the target object is not enough. One
of the questions implied by a Turing test for action is
the one concerning where the robot should stand in order to perform its manipulation actions. Answering the
question seems trivial: simply go to a position such that
the target of manipulation is well in reach. However, a
more careful look at the question raises some serious issues: What is a good place in the context of an intended
manipulation action? Can we have a least commitment
realization of places such that the robot can refine a place
as it learns more about the context of the surroundings?
How can the concept of places deal with the issue that
the self-localization of the robot might be uncertain and
inaccurate? How can we deal with the issue that poses
might be more or less appropriate for performing a manipulation task? How can we make the concept of actionrelated place support conjunctive manipulation actions?
That is, given two actions a1 and a2 , what is a good
place to perform a1 and a2 at once, and how well can
these actions be performed?
In our system we have realized the concept of actionrelated place in the following way: An action-related
place is a probability map that maps base locations to
the probability of successfully grasping the target object,
as depicted in Fig. 9. The plateau on the top consists of
a region of connected locations where the probability of
success is sufficiently high. To find the best position, arbitrary cost functions can be used to optimize a utility
function that considers secondary constraints like time,
distance, or quality measures of the arm trajectory. In
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Fig. 9 Probability of successful manipulation, given the
robot’s position. This is the concept of ’action-related place’
for this particular task.

this paper we take the success probability as our utility
function. Additional constraints such as previously unknown obstacles are dealt with by eliminating the poses
of a place that violate constraints, for example those
that might cause collisions. The uncertainty the robot
has about its own location is also taken into account.
In the remainder of this section we will describe and
discuss how places can be represented compactly as a
function of the position of objects to be manipulated and
how this concept of action-related place can be learned
automatically from experience.
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tested, because it has been used extensively for more
than 3 years. To assure that the data that is acquired
in the Gazebo simulator is applicable to the real robot,
reaching and grasping are performed using exactly the
same Dynamic Motion Primitives and Vector Fields that
we use on our real robot. These methods are presented
in Section 5.
The action sequence is executed
for a variety of task-relevant parameters. In our scenario we tried
to grasp a cup and the taskrelevant parameters were the x, y
position of the cup on a table. The
12 cup positions that the robot
Fig. 10 The poused for training are depicted in
sitions of the cup
Fig. 10. For each cup position,
on the table.
the action sequence was executed
350 times. The initial position for
reaching and grasping was randomly sampled, and the
result, whether the robot was able to grasp the cup or
not, was stored in a log file.

3.1 Gathering Training Data
The robot first gathers training data by repeatedly executing a navigate-reach-grasp action sequence. To automate and parallelize data acquisition, we perform the
training experiments in the simulator presented in Section 1.2. The goal of many current robotic applications
is to achieve continuous extended deployment in human
environments. When this is achieved, the robot will be
able to acquire additional data over time. The challenge
is then to record, classify and store the new data in a
principled way.
The robot first localizes itself and the object relative
to the world origin. However, we developed and use a
server called Located Objects that is able to perform coordinate transformations between every reference frame.
So any device connected to this server can get the location of every object relative to any desired frame of
reference. Useful frames to transform our localization information to could be the frame of the table or specifying
the cup position relative to the local frame of our robot.
Then it navigates to a randomly sampled position and
reaches for the cup in order to grasp it.
Gazebo is a high-quality 3D multi-robot simulator for
indoor and outdoor environments. Gazebo uses the Open
Dynamics Engine (ODE) library for a proper simulation of rigid body physics. We designed a precise Gazebo
model of our real robot. The Gazebo model is very well

Fig. 11 Two experiment runs with different samples for
the robot position. The navigate-reach-grasp sequence in the
upper row succeeds. It fails in the lower sequence because the
robot is too far away from the cup.

3.2 Learning the Success Model
To learn the success model, we compute a hull around
the successful samples. This hull is a simple classifier:
successful positions should be in the hull, and failure
examples should lie outside. We compute the hull by
performing a Delaunay triangulation on the successful
points. Since the convex hull usually contains failures,
we ‘tighten’ it around the successful samples by only
keeping a triangle if each supporting point in the triangle is amongst the thirty nearest neighbors of the other
two points. As a result, triangles with very long edges
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are filtered out. Fig. 12 depicts resulting hulls for different configurations of task-relevant parameters. Here, we
make the strong assumption that no failures lie inside the
‘tightened’ hull around the successes. For our scenario,
this approach has proven sufficient, but in future work
we will investigate the use of Support Vector Machines
and AdaBoost with decision stumps. These approaches
provide more accurate classifications, but essentially also
provide classification hulls, which can be processed by
our algorithm just as the hulls depicted in Fig. 12. These
hulls are similar to Workspace Goal Regions [6], except
that our hulls refer to base positions, whereas in [6], they
refer to grasp positions. Also, we generalize over these
hulls using a Point Distribution Model, and use it to
generate a probabilistic concept of successful grasp positions.

Fig. 12 Successful grasp positions and their hulls. Every
sub-image shows the hull that corresponds to the cup position
that is visualized with the black cup.

For each of the 12 different cup positions, we get one
hull. In the next step, we compile all hulls into a generalized compact representation using a Point Distribution
Model (PDM), which is a well established method in the
field of face recognition [54]. As input a PDM requires
n points that are distributed over the contour. We distribute 20 points equidistantly over each hull, and determine the correspondence between points on different
hulls by minimizing the sum of the distances between
corresponding points, while maintaining order between
the hull points. This yields the point distribution depicted in Fig. 13. Only 4 of 12 hulls are shown for clarity.
Given the aligned points on the hulls, we compute
a PDM. Although PDMs are most well-known for their
use in computer vision, we use the notation by Roduit
et al. [38], who focus on robotic applications. First, the
2D hulls are merged into one 40x12 matrix H, where the
columns are the concatenation of the x and y coordinates
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Fig. 13 Aligned points on the hulls.

of the 20 points along the hull. Each row represents one
hull. The next step is to compute P, which is the matrix of eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of H. Given
P, we can decompose each hull hk in the set into the
mean hull and a linear combination of the columns of
P as follows hk = H + P · bk . Here, bk is the so-called
deformation mode of the k th hull. This is the Point Distribution Model. The first two deformation modes are
depicted in Fig. 14(a), where the values of the first and
second columns of B are varied between their maximum
and minimum value.

(a) First and second deformation mode (b) Reconstructing
in B.
the original hulls
with the PDM.
Fig. 14 Generalizing over the hulls with a Point Distribution Model.

By inspecting the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of H, we determined that the first 2 components
already contain 96% of the energy. Therefore, we use
only the first 2 deformation modes, without losing much
accuracy. Fig. 14(b) demonstrates that the original 12
hulls can be reconstructed well when using only the first
two deformation modes.
The advantage of the PDM is not only that it substantially reduces the high dimensionality of the initial
40D hulls, but also allows us to interpolate between hulls
in a principled way using only two deformation parameters. The PDM is therefore a compact, general, yet accurate model.
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The final step of model learning is to relate the specific deformation of each hull (contained in B) to the values of the task-relevant parameters varied during data
collection (i.e. cup positions). Since the correlation coefficients between the first and second deformation modes
and the task relevant parameters T (the x and y coordinates of the cup) are 0.99 and 0.97 respectively, we simply compute the linear relation between them with W =
[1 T]/BT . Given a novel position tnew = hxnew , ynew i
of the cup on the table, this model allows us to quickly
compute the area from which a successful grasp can be
expected. First, we compute the appropriate values of
bnew = ([1 tnew ] · W)T . Then the hull is computed with
hnew = H + P · bnew . This hull estimates the area in
which the robot should stand to be able to make a successful grasp.
3.3 Computing Successful Grasp Position Probabilities
In our system, an uncertainty is associated with the
task-relevant parameters. Therefore, it does not suffice
to compute only one hull given the most probable position of the cup as a place from which to grasp. This
might lead to a failure if the cup is not at the position
where it was expected. Therefore, we use a Monte-Carlo
simulation to generate a probabilistic advice on where
to navigate to grasp the cup. This is done by taking 100
samples from the Gaussian distribution of the cup position, which yields a matrix of task relevant parameters
ts = [xs ys ]. The corresponding hulls hs are computed
for the samples by using the method described above. In
Fig. 15(a), 30 out of the 100 hulls are depicted. These
were generated from the task relevant parameters x=0.3, y=0.1, σx =0.05, σx =0.05.

of hulls yields the probability that grasping the cup will
succeed from this position. The corresponding distribution, which takes the uncertainty of the cup position into
account, is depicted in Fig. 15(b), as well as in Fig. 9.
It is interesting to note the steep decline on the right
side of the distribution (in the direction of the table).
This is intuitive, as the table is located on the right side,
and the robot bumps into the table when moving to
the sampled initial position, leading to an unsuccessful
navigate-reach-grasp sequence. Therefore, none of the 12
hulls contain this area, and the variation in P on the
right side of the PDM is low. Therefore, variation in B
does not have a large effect on this boundary, as can
be seen in Fig. 15(b). When summing over the sampled
hulls, this leads to a steep decline in success probability
in the direction of the table.
Our robot uses laser sensor data that is processed
by an Adaptive Monte Carlo Localization algorithm. As
result we continuously get an estimation of the robot
position relative to the world origin. Due to noise in the
sensor data and uncertainties in the robot’s localization
algorithm, it is unwise to choose a position close to steep
boundaries in the probability distribution. Even if the
prediction of grasping the cup is ‘success’, a steep decline can lead to a failed reaching action, when a small
localization error causes the robot to be on the wrong
side of the decline. The proposed position for grasping
an object should therefore take the uncertainty of the
robot’s position into account. To do so, we convolve the
grid of probabilities of grasp success with the discretized
(2.5 × 2.5cm) probability distribution of the robot’s position. The result can be seen in Fig. 15(b). Note that
this convolution not only works for a Gaussian distributions, but also for multi-modal distributions as returned
by particle filters. The goal position recommended to
the navigation module is the position that corresponds
to the maximum value of this distribution, so that grasp
success probability is optimized.
Fig. 16(b) depicts how the probability distribution
is affected by varying task relevant parameters. Please
notice how in the first row, it becomes ‘more difficult’
to grab the cup (i.e. less likely to succeed) as the cup
moves away from the table’s edge.

3.4 Empirical Evaluation

(a) Sampled classification
hulls (hs ).

(b) Discretized
sum of the hulls.

relative

Fig. 15 Monte-Carlo simulation

We then generate a discrete grid in which each cell
measures 2.5×2.5cm, and compute the number of hulls it
is contained in. Dividing the result by the overall number

An empirical evaluation was done in the Gazebo simulator. We compared the Pla4Man module to another
strategy which we call Fixed. Fixed implements a wellin-reach strategy by always moving to a location that has
the same relative offset to the goal object. The relative
location was chosen to be an offset where the object was
well-in-reach of the robot manipulator, while being far
enough so that the robot would not bump into the table.
The cup was now placed at random locations on the table. In one experimental episode, we first determine the
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(a) Distribution for task-relevant parameters: x=-0.3, y=0.1, σx =0.05, σx =0.05.
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(b) Influence of various task-relevant parameters on the distribution.

Fig. 16 Final distributions, after convoluting the uncertainty in the robot pose with a distribution as depicted in Fig. 15(b).

real position of the cup, and sample an observed position given the real position po of the cup and the covariance matrix C(po ). Given the estimated cup position,
the robot then uses the Pla4Man or Fixed module to
compute an ARPlace. Then the robot moves to the
proposed place and performs the manipulation action. If
the robot is able to successfully perform the manipulation task after moving to the proposed place we mark
the experiment as SUCCESS. Otherwise we mark the
experiment as FAILED.

the uncertainty rises, the performance of Fixed suffers
more than the performance of Pla4Man. This can be
explained by the fact, that Pla4Man tries to stay away
from steep declines, when the estimations of the robot
get more uncertain.
At the experiments at a day of open house, described
in more detail in Section 7.1, this module had not been
integrated on the real robot yet. After the open day however, we performed the same task, but this time with
the Pla4Man module included. The focus of this experiment was on our error-recovery system described in
Section 7.2, and the improved performance of the robot
cannot quantitatively be attributed to the Pla4Man
module or the error-recovery system. However, a major
qualitative improvement is that Pla4Man enables the
robot to grasp the cup from a much larger area on the
table.
3.5 Advantages and Shortcomings

Fig. 17 Result of the empirical evaluation. The x-axis shows
experiments with different values for C(po ). The y-axis shows
the success rate.

Fig. 17 shows the results of the evaluation. Naturally,
the performance of both methods decreases, as the robot
becomes more and more uncertain about the pose of the
cup. One result is that Pla4Man always performs better than Fixed. Another important result is that while

We believe our system has three main advantages. First
of all, the output of this model is an action-related place,
which is an area, instead of a specific position. Rather
than constraining itself to a specific place prematurely,
this representation enables the robot to optimize secondary criteria within the place area. Examples for secondary criteria are execution duration, or determining
the best position for grasping two objects simultaneously. In previous work, we proposed subgoal refinement [46]
for optimizing such secondary criteria with respect to
subgoals. Also, action-related places for multiple actions
can simply be computed by the piecewise multiplication
of the probabilities of the places of all individual actions. Fig. 18 illustrates this for the task of concurrently
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grasping two cups. If the probability of grasping the cup
from one place is high enough, the robot chooses this one
place, which is faster than having to navigate to both
places [12]. Such merging of places is not possible if the
robot commits to single specific locations for grasping.

Fig. 18 Left distribution: grab cup with left gripper. Center distribution: grab cup with right gripper. Right distribution: Grab both cups with left/right gripper respectively. The
probability of success of the latter is the piecewise product
of both individual distributions.

Second, the learned model is very compact, with only
2 (deformation) parameters that are related to taskrelevant parameters. On the other hand, as it is learned
from observed experience, the model is grounded, and
takes into account the robot hardware, its control programs, and interactions with the environment. These
aspects do not have to be explicitly modelled manually, as the motion system is essentially considered to
be a black box. This makes the method applicable to
any robot platform. The learned models however, cannot be ported easily and have to be re-learned for new
robot platforms. Moreover, models have to be re-learned
for different types of objects, and when the environment
changes. In our current research, we are scaling our concept of place towards more generality in these aspects.
Specifically, we want to avoid re-learning our model for
scenarios with varying table heights, object sizes, clutteredness of the scene, and objects requiring different
types of grasps. Rather than mapping specific scenarios,
we will map scenario properties to the hulls. We expect
many properties to be shared across scenarios, thus reducing the number of required hulls.
Finally, the compact model enables us to compute
the probability of successful grasping an object, given
a position. The model explicitly takes the uncertainty
of the robot into its own localization and into the pose
estimation of the object into account. Optimizing the
probability of successful grasping leads to more robust
behavior, as demonstrated in Section 3.4. Also, as the
model heavily compressed the data, querying the model
on-line is very fast. This is an advantage of ‘compiling’
experience into compact models, rather than running a
novel search for each situation as it is done in samplingbased path planning.
As previously discussed, we require more sophisticated classification algorithms to determine the classification hull. We are considering Support Vector Machines
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and AdaBoost with decision stumps. In this scenario,
a linear relationship between the deformation modes B
and the task-relevant parameters T arose. We expect
that other data might lead to non-linear functions, and
a different mapping will have to be computed or learned.
The methods described in this section are quite general concerning the application scenario. In this article
we discussed the task of navigation in order to grasp. We
have also done preliminary work on computing PDMs for
the classification and generation of successful grasps and
reaching motions, in which obstacles are avoided. The
main issue here was the high dimensionality of the input
spaces. We reduced these spaces to a 2D or 3D manifold
using Locally Linear Embedding [40], and computed the
PDM on the classification hulls in these reduced spaces.

4 Perception for vision-guided reaching and
grasping
To enable vision-guided reaching and grasping, knowledge about the location of the target object and relevant obstacles is required. In this section, we describe
the vision-based perceptual system that localizes objects. Depending on the given knowledge about present
objects, we distinguish between three different classes
of task-related object perception: 1) find and locate a
known object; 2) recognize and classify a present new
object; 3) find and locate an unknown object via a semantic object class description. While the first task is
currently well-studied, the other two tasks lead to several
problems which lack a general solution. In the following
section we will discuss our solutions for those tasks. We
first describe a multi-model approach to treat known objects. Then we show possibilities to index new objects,
and we finally show how we model new classes of objects
using Internet databases.
An overview of the perceptual system, including the
different classes of object perception, is depicted in Fig. 19.
The input of the perceptual system is 1) an object or an
object class ID; 2) a position prior defined by a set of
possible positions with corresponding covariances. The
output is also a position with a covariance matrix. The
selection of the algorithm is based on an internal model
learned via internal success and time statistics. In case
of a query using an object class ID the number of entities
to be searched can be specified.

4.1 Localizing Known Objects
The complexity of localizing a known object depends on
the available models of the object. The more accurate
the model, the more accurately and robustly we can localize the object. We mainly model two kinds of object
knowledge: appearances and location priors.
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and extracting the major components of the new covariance matrix via a principal component analysis [23].
Learning the Best Algorithm For better localization, we
have to consider several properties of the algorithms,
search space restrictions and the correlations between
them. We learn quality measures in three dimensions in
that all algorithms have different properties: reliability,
accuracy and computational cost. In this area we still
rely on exhaustive tests to observe rates of success and
times of calculation in order to select the best algorithm
for a task, that has specific requirements for the three
quality dimensions. Additionally, the prerequisite on the
object itself differ from algorithm to algorithm. For example, the matching with 3D CAD models is a relatively
slow approach with a high false positive rate, while the
contour models are faster and more robust, but only
work for partial planar objects. For manipulation, the
individual methods are still not reliable enough, so a verification is needed. We use two verification mechanisms
to improve the results: either apply the same method
Fig. 19 Overview of the localization methods.
to a slightly different view, or apply a different method
to the same view. The verification expects similar results in either case. A verification is triggered as soon
Appearance Models For modelling appearances we use
the following kind of models with the corresponding match- as the probability of a result being valid is lower than
a threshold quality measure. These verification mething algorithms:
ods are included as additional atomic algorithms during
3D CAD models, with a matching method based on [51].
the learning of the best available algorithm for a certain
3D descriptors, with a matching method based on [29].
problem.
2D contour models, with a matching method based on [19]
Color distributions
4.2 Localizing Novel Objects
This list also represents the hierarchy which allows us
In human living environments, novel objects appear on
to infer models top-down, i.e. from a 3D CAD model we
a regular basis. The robot must learn to classify and
derive the other models, given that the object is visible.
localize them. For example if a grocery bag arrives in the
Location Models Location priors are modeled using prob- kitchen it contains most probably novel objects. We see
two possibilities to deal with new objects: First, we can
ability distributions in space and rotation. We connect
build an appearance model of them in order to keep track
world, robot, actuators and perceived objects with a tree
of the object or relocalize and manipulate it later on. Or
of possible coordinate frames. The root of this tree is the
second, we can try to identify the semantic class of the
world coordinate frame, while the robot is a child of this
new objects using the mechanisms that we will explain
world coordinate frame, which means it is localized relin Section 4.3, given for example the grocery bill with
ative to the world. Articulated parts of the robot, e.g.
semantic labels for all new objects. Those novel objects,
a pan-tilt unit (PTU), are children of the robot and for
which we can not classify, can be explicitly taught by
example cameras are on the forth level of this tree as
a user by showing the robot a new object. In such a
a child of the PTU. Also all perceptions are initially
situation we use stereo cameras to learn a contour model
children of the camera or sensor frame. Movements of
that allows us a 3D localization and tracking of objects
the robot cause a reorganization of the tree: all moved
with one camera. This method is restricted for partial
parts are copied before the movement is propagated and
planar objects.
percepted frames are rearranged as indirect children of
the world as soon as the robot moves and and the old
camera frame gets invalid. 3D positions have 6 degrees
4.3 Localizing Novel Objects Based on Their Class
of freedom, so we use a 6×6 covariance matrix to propagate uncertainties. The initialization is done by filling
For this problem, we propose a novel method, in which
the diagonal of the covariance matrix with the estimated
3D models are automatically retrieved from an Interdeviation of the 6 position DOFs. A propagation is calcunet database. These models are retrieved based on userlated with an unscented transformation, by transforming
annotated labels, and used in our robotic system for via sample of possible points into a new coordinate frame,
sion and manipulation. This method was proposed in [26]
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(a)

(b)

(f)

(c)

(g)

(j)

(d)

(h)

(k)
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(e)

(a) Highly cluttered scene.

(b) Different background.

(c) Varying orientations.

(d) Varying positions.

(e) Varying altitudes.

(f) Partial occlusions.

(i)

(l)

Fig. 20 The result four cluster for the query for “mug”, a e are inliers, all the other are counted as outliers (cluster are
f-i, j-k and l).

and will be sketched here briefly. given a certain object,
we pass the string that denotes it, e.g.“mug”, “cooking
pot” or “frying pan”, to an Internet search engine for 3D
models. This method will work best for object classes
that have a shape that is correlated with the purpose
of this object class, like most kitchen tools have. Which
classes we have to search for can be either given by a
certain task, which requires some previously unseen objects of known classes or by a user given information like
a grocery bill. The results are clustered in order to select
the most probable subclass matching our request, based
on spatial properties like the shape distribution function
[34]. All results in the main cluster are then spatially
aligned and used as models in a search for known object
that was described before in Section 4.1.

4.4 Results of the Specialization for the Pick-and-Place
Task
Our scenario included several tasks for the perceptual
system: 1) detect a mug on a table; 2) localize a mug
on a table; 3) localize possible obstacles. Instead of an
explicit model, the input to the system was a class label
“mug” connected with an ID. This class label served as
search string for an automatic Internet query at Google
3D warehouse. The results for clustering of the query
(see Fig. 3) can be seen in Fig. 20. The first cluster is the
largest and contains the model that was finally chosen.
This decision is made by trying to match this model
with the 3D CAD based algorithm mentioned before.
It is applied on scenes that could contain the queried
object. Examples for such location are “on the table”
or “in the cupboard”, that can be seen in Fig. 4. Pose
restrictions are based on a semantic map, and the best
fitting models are kept.
Given a well-fitted 3D model, the best algorithm is
determined given a set of different views of the object.
The resulting best algorithm for our test object was the
3D CAD model based matching with a validation via the

Fig. 21 Several matches during our experiments.

Localized
No mug detected

Mug in scene
46
4

no mug in scene
19
31

Table 1 Evaluation of localization of mugs.

same algorithm on a second view/camera with a known
external camera calibration. The results for localizing
one mug in our test scenario for the vision system are
convincing: We detected nearly all available mugs (about
90%) while we nearly only had false positives when there
was no mug available (about 40% false positives in scenes
without mugs), see Table 1. The table shows the evaluation of 100 scenes, 50 with and 50 without mugs and
count how often a mug was detected correctly and often
it was missed or in case of no mug available in the scene,
how often clutter resulted in a localization of a mug
and how often wrong hypotheses were rejected correctly.
The measured error in relation to the camera-object distance was below 2% and the rotational error was below
2 degrees between estimated and real Rodriguez-vector.
The typical scenes we used for testing, can be seen in
Fig. 21(a) to 21(f).

5 Human-like reaching and grasping
Humans usually perform manipulation tasks with highly
stereotyped movement patterns [55]. The optimal control framework assumes that these typical patterns for
reaching and grasping are the result of a very long and
multi-facetted optimization process [50]. The optimiza-
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tion criteria used in human motion control are not limited to those typically considered by today’s motion planning algorithms, but also include additional aspects such
as the accuracy of motions [17].
There are good reasons that the motions of robots
for everyday manipulation tasks in the presence of, and
in cooperation with, humans should be similar to human
reaching behavior. First, robots with human-like motion
will enable humans to more easily perform perspective
taking and intention recognition [35]. This is necessary
to enable implicit coordination (which humans use when
coordinating their actions) in joint human-robot tasks.
Second, we believe that robots acting in human environments must have the capability to learn advanced manipulation skills through imitation learning [43, 7]. The
task of transferring observed reaching and grasping behavior into the robot’s motion control system becomes
much easier if both motion control systems apply similar
control strategies. Third, humans can sequence motion
primitives seamlessly [13, 47]. We expect that robots that
have the same motion primitives as humans are able to
achieve similar smooth execution of sequences of motion
primitives.

5.1 Stereo-typical human reaching trajectories
To acquire stereo-typical human reaching trajectories,
we performed an experiment in which a subject was
asked to reach and grasp a target glass on a table. A
second obstacle glass was placed at different positions
on the table in each episode. The goal of this experiment is to answer quantitatively 1) at which positions
do obstacles lead to human reaching behavior which is
different from the default behavior when no obstacles are
present? 2) which reaching strategies do humans use to
avoid the obstacle?
The reaching motions were captured with a Polhemus
Liberty magnetic position/orientation (6-DOF) tracker
with an update rate of 240Hz. One sensor was attached
to the hand, as depicted in Fig. 22, and another sensor was attached to the glass to measure the exact time
when the lifting movement started. Before performing
the experiment we used one sensor to measure the positions of the obstacle grid in the tracker’s coordinate
frame. All sensors are tracked with an accuracy in position of 0.762mm and 0.15 degrees in orientation, according to the manufacturer. The data was collected by
a GNU/Linux system communicating with the tracker
over a USB2 interface.
In the experiment, the subject sits at a table, and
is asked to repeatedly reach for, grasp, and lift a target glass. These experiments were conducted with two
subjects, so we do not have a general model for human
reaching motion. For now, our main goal is extracting
stereotypical trajectories from this data for a robot to
execute. The hand always starts in the black square in
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Fig. 22 Location of the sensor (left). Locations of the cups
(right). The green glass is the target glass, which is always at
position B4. The blue glass is an example obstacle at position
D6. The flat black region is the initial location of the fingers.

Fig. 22. Before each reaching motion, an obstacle glass
is placed on different positions on a grid on the table.
The grid is 40x80cm. In Fig. 22 for example, the obstacle glass is at position D6. The target glass is always at position B4. The obstacle glass was placed 10
times on each of the 29 positions. Furthermore, 30 reaching motions were performed without any obstacle glass.
These are the ‘default-trajectories’1 . The order of obstacle placement was random, to avoid learning effects. The
total number of reaching motions is therefore 29*10+30
= 320.
To determine the effect of the obstacle on the reaching trajectories, we defined a distance measure d between
the default-trajectories and the sets of other trajectories, A1 . . . D8. We used the trajectory comparison approach described Roduit et al. [38]. Here, the difference
measure between two sets of trajectories is computed by
1) computing a point distribution model of the two sets
of trajectories 2) taking only the first n components, by
inspecting the eigenvalues of the covariance matrix of
the merged trajectories 3) computing the Mahalanobis
distance between the coefficients of the two sets of trajectories. A more detailed explanation of this method
can be found in [38]. In Fig. 23, the height of the cups
represents d for that obstacle position.

Fig. 23 The height of the glass represents d for that obstacle
position. dthres is 16.4 for this graph. The red glasses (at C5,
D6, D5, C4) lie above this threshold.

1

For convenience, we sometimes informally refer to ‘the
trajectories that arose from the reaching movement that was
performed when the obstacle was placed at position D6’ as
‘the D6-trajectories’.
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We automatically determine an appropriate threshold on d (called dthres ) by determining the valley point
of the histogram of the d values. The distance d between the C5-, D6-, D5-, and C4-trajectories and the
default-trajectories is higher than this threshold. These
four positions are depicted as red glasses in Fig. 23.
The next step is determining prototypical trajectories that represent qualitatively different strategies for
avoiding the obstacle. We do so by performing a k-means
clustering on the 40 trajectories in the AVOID-trajectories
set. As Jenkins et al. [22], we perform the clustering using several different spaces, and compare the results. We
use: 1) a 300D space, in which the 100 x, y and z coordinates are simply concatenated for each trajectory;
2) the 3D space of a PCA performed on the 300D trajectories above; 3) a 3D space computed with Local Linear Embedding (LLE) [40] from the 300D space (using
10 neighbors). In each space, the distance between two
trajectories is determined by the angle between the two
n-dimensional vectors representing the trajectories. The
number of clusters is set to 3 manually. Clustering in the
three spaces yield almost exactly the same clusters (the
three spaces only disagree on the categorization of 3 trajectories). This implies that 1) these clusters are good
stereotypes, and do not just depend on the clustering
space or method; 2) only a very compact representation
in 3 dimensions are needed to determine these stereotypes. The clustering algorithm in the 300D space yields
the three clusters depicted in Fig. 24.

Fig. 24 Clustering the AV OID-trajectories.

The average trajectories for these sets are plotted
in Fig. 25. Clustering the AV OID-trajectories yields
stereotypical reaching movements, which we label ‘over’,
‘left’, and ‘right’, denoting the direction in which the
obstacle is avoided. We call these the ‘principal trajectories’. What is very interesting about these trajectories
is that they are variations of the default behavior. From
the top view for instance, it is apparent that the ‘over’
strategy almost perfectly follows the default behavior in
the xy-plane, and is therefore simply a version of the default behavior, scaled in the z-plane. Similarly, ‘left’ and
’right’ strategies hardly vary from the default behavior
in the z-plane.
Another reason why we believe these trajectories are
good stereotypes is because linear interpolations between
them are also found in the actual human reaching tra-
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Fig. 25 The four stereo-typical trajectories.

jectories [48]. This is actually the reason why we chose
3 clusters. When choosing 4 or 5 clusters, some of the
clusters could be reconstructed by choosing linear interpolations of the other clusters. With 3 clusters, there is
no such redundancy.

5.2 Stereo-typical trajectory execution with Dynamic
Movement Primitives
We now describe how the compact model is realized on
our autonomous manipulation platform to reproduce the
principal trajectories, and generalize them using interpolation.
In the control system, each principal trajectory is
represented by a Dynamic Movement Primitive (DMP) [21].
One DMP was trained for each principal trajectory with
the regression learning algorithm described in [18]. Some
advantages of DMPs are 1) within a certain range, they
generalize to other goal locations 2) convergence to the
goal location is guaranteed. The controller used to execute the trajectories generated by the DMPs is depicted
in Fig. 26.
It is worth noting that the compact models contain
only kinematic information, more specifically the coordinates from the hand in Euclidean space. This is easily
observable from human subjects, in contrast to internal
dynamic states like forces and torques. We rely on sophisticated inverse kinematic algorithms and low level
controllers for successfully tracking the generated trajectories with the robot.
The trajectory generated by the DMP module is taken
and fed to a work space single point attractor, which
takes the next intermediate point in the trajectory and
pulls the end-effector to this intermediate goal until it
is reached. The output of the single point attractor is
the desired velocity vector which is given to the velocity based inverse kinematics controller which generates
the velocities in joint space. We use the damped least
squares inverse kinematics algorithm from [30] as implemented in the Orocos-KDL library [44] which achieves
more stable behavior around singularities.
To adapt to changes in dynamic worlds, we use Vector Fields, and integrate them in the DMPs as described
in [36]. This will allow us to take advantage of robot
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Fig. 26 Block diagram of the motion controller. xd , ẋd (x)
and x represent the desired intermediate point, the velocity
vector and the current position in work space. θ̇ d and θ correspond to the velocity and angular vectors in joint space. e
is the error used to determine how near to the current desired
point is the end-effector.

Fig. 27 Several examples of successful grasps during the
experiment. All visible objects are known and detected with
the methods described in section. 4.1

arms that have force control (Kuka-DLR arms): In cases
when the arm is pushed too far away from the stereotypical motion trajectory dictated by the DMPs it will be
controlled by the vector field, and will still give a smooth
movement to the goal. This fits well within our general
approach of assuming that many tasks can be solved
with standard solutions (i.e. the stereo-typical DMPs),
but that we also need strategies for dealing with unforeseen events (i.e. on-line motion adaptation with Vector
Fields). Although not a dynamic object, we also include
the table as a repellor in the Vector Field, to avoid collisions of the hand with the table. The system takes care of
avoiding obstacles that move, appear or disappear from
the arm reaching space. In the example of grasping a cup
at the handle, the vector field has proven to be a very
practical solution in dealing with avoiding the obstacle
that the same cup represents and guiding the precision
movement when the gripper is very near to the handle,
giving a movement shape that produces a reaching approach movement that avoids crashing against the handle and the cup. The vector field used in the current
system takes the current task position given by the po-

sition forward kinematics and using information about
obstacles and goals it calculates a task space velocity
vector which is then translated to joint speeds by a velocity inverse kinematics module. Instead of calculating
a vector field grid and then querying the current value
from the grid, it calculates continuously (using point attractors and point repellors) the corresponding velocity
vector for every control cycle. The point attractor and repellor forces are shaped depending on the role that each
object has. For instance, cups that are to be grasped are
composed of two repellors and two attractors, the first
repellor is a sphere that decreases the force influence
with an exponential decay as the distance to the current
position increases, the second repellor is a shadow repellor pushing away from the back side of the cup (this
gives smoother movements), one attractor is a normal
spherical attractor with no decay thus having a global
effect of attraction, and the other attractor is a conical
attractor with the tip of the cone in the handle of the
cup and the cone increasing its diameter away from the
cup, also the force of this attractor decays with the distance (Fig. 28). Obstacles are represented as spherical
repellors with a certain radius of action and an extra
radius distance for taking into account imprecisions in
the arm movement tracking and joint position sensing
and also in the visual object detection. Situations where
the object detection imprecision is too high are handled
between the vision system and the high-level control and
planning, usually by requesting the vision for information again, or even by moving the base to a very near
place and requesting again the vision for new information. Given an object, the radius selected for the repellor
is such that it can contain the object inside, work is in
progress for an ellipsoid like repellor. The information of
the radius of each obstacle is received from the high-level
control and planning. A result of this system is that under the situation where a robot arm link touches a joint
limit because the vector field guides the arm outside of
the configuration space of the arm (possibly for avoiding
an obstacle), the velocity inverse kinematics algorithm
still moves the arm in a similar direction and eventually
the arm moves away from this limit and returns to the
normal trajectory.

Fig. 28 Vector Field for grasping a cup from the handle.

Player [15] is used for the low-level control of the
Amtec Powercube manipulator, and YARP [32] is used
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for the communication between the control modules described in Fig. 26.
5.3 Outlook
We are currently investigating how to deal with more
general types of targets and obstacles, e.g with different objects and object of different sizes. Recently, Dynamic Movement Primitives have been reformulated so
that they scale better to novel goal states [18]. Therefore,
each principal trajectory will be able to deal with a whole
range of target positions. As with learning a concept of
place, we are also investigating how to map object properties, such as size, to different reaching motions, rather
than using specific objects. Again, we expect many properties to be shared across objects, thus reducing the number of required reaching behaviors. Note that it is not our
goal to deal with all possible scenarios. As depicted in
Fig. 2, we use stereotypical trajectories for standard situations, and can always fall back on RRTs to deal with
cluttered scenes, or novel tasks or objects.
A disadvantage of the Powercube arms is that they
are not at all anthropomorphic. Although the end-effector
might describe a human-like reaching trajectory, the rotation of the joints and arm configurations can be quite
unlike humans. This research topic has rather been conducted with the DLR arm in mind. We are currently
installing two such arms, and expect much more natural motion from it, especially when executing the stereotypical human reaching motions. Also, we have conducted
experiments with the humanoid robot CB-i [10], which
leads to much more human-like motion than with the
Powercube arms. By applying our approach to CB-i, successful reaching (not colliding with the obstacle) is raised
from 43% to 91% in simulation, and from 43% to 87%
on the real robot.
6 Task-level Control: RPL
The task-level controller of our system is designed and
realized to achieve flexible and reliable manipulation behavior through compact behavior specifications.
Compactness of the control system is achieved by embedding lightweight reasoning processes to infer situationspecific control decisions and action parameterization.
These lightweight reasoning mechanisms free the programmer from spelling out each control decision and
parameterization for each conceivable context explicitly.
Rather, we can state the routine for the manipulation
task in the following way: look at the place where the
mug should be. If the mug is detected then perform a
rough position estimate for the cup and determine what
it stands on. Use the rough position estimate and the
geometric model of the supporting entity in order to determine the place from where the mug can be picked
up (as described in Section 3). Upon navigating towards
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the intended place track the mug to get more accurate
pose estimates and update the manipulation place representation according to the refined mug positions, the
perceived obstacles, and the uncertainty in the self localization of the robot. Upon arrival at the manipulation
place fixate the cup to get a position estimate accurate
enough for reaching and grasping (see Section 4). Determine the reaching strategy according to the perceived
obstacles on the table, that is whether to reach without
considering obstacles, to reach above, or around obstacles. Given the strategy the trajectory is determined as
described in Section 5 and the Dynamic Movement Primitive with the respective parameterization is activated.
And so on.
Thus the control routine infers many pieces of taskrelevant information on the fly. The geometry of the entity supporting the mug and its geometric description,
the place where the manipulation is to be performed,
the classification of the clutteredness on the table and
the expected impact on the manipulation action, etc.
The second key aspect of our task-level control is how
the robot achieves the required flexibility and reliability.
To do so, the task-level control is specified by concurrent reactive plans implemented in the language RPL
(Reactive Plan Language). The RPL plans for the manipulation tasks specify how the robot is to respond to
sensory input in order to accomplish its task.
Successful interaction with the environment requires
robots to respond to events and to asynchronously process sensor data and feedback arriving from the control processes. rpl provides fluents, registers or program
variables that signal changes of their values. Fluents are
best understood in conjunction with the rpl statements
that respond to changes of fluent values. The rpl statement whenever f b is an endless loop that executes
b whenever the fluent f gets the value “true.” Besides
whenever, wait-for f is another control abstraction that
makes use of fluents. It blocks a thread of control until
f becomes true.
rpl provides control structures for reacting to asynchronous events, coordinating concurrent control processes, and using feedback from control processes to make
the behavior robust and efficient [31].
Fig. 29 lists several control structures that are provided by rpl and can be used to specify the interactions between concurrent sub-plans. The control structures differ in how they synchronize sub-plans and how
they deal with failures.
The par-construct executes a set of sub-plans in parallel. The sub-plans are activated immediately after the
par plan is started. The par plan succeeds when all of
its sub-plans have succeeded. It fails after one of its subplans has failed. The second construct, try-all, can be
used to run alternative methods in parallel. The compound statement succeeds if one of the processes succeeds. Upon success, the remaining processes are terminated. Similarly, try-in-order executes the alternatives
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par p1 . . . pn

try-all p1 ...pn

try-in-order p1 ...pn

with-policy p b

(par
(achieve
(hand-at-pose ’ left . . .))
(achieve
(hand-at-pose ’ right . . .)))
(try-all
(achieve
(estimate-pos . . . ’camera))
(achieve
(estimate-pos . . . ’laser)))
(try-in-order
(achieve
(entity-in-hand . . . ’left))
(achieve
(entity-in-hand . . . ’right)))
(with-policy
(maintain
(entity-in-hand . . .))
(achieve
(robot-at-pose . . .)))

Fig. 29 Some rpl control structures and their usage.

in the given order. It succeeds when one process terminates successfully, it fails when all alternatives fail.
with-policy p b means “execute the primary activity b
such that the execution satisfies the policy p.” Policies
are concurrent processes that run while the primary activity is active and interrupt the primary if necessary.
Additional concepts for the synchronization of concurrent processes include semaphores and priorities.
Using rpl’s mechanisms for sensor-driven plan execution, for failure detection and handling, and for synchronizing complex concurrent behavior we have realized
the task-level control for our manipulation task by using
rplconstructs such as with-failure-handling allowing a
simple notation for concurrent task monitoring and recovering.
One of the tasks handled by this construct is navigation. The construct with-failure-handling consists of
three blocks: perform, monitor and recover. All these
blocks get executed in parallel. The perform block is
executing the main plan. In the case of navigation this
means that it commands the robot base to drive to a
predefined position and waits for a success indicator fluent. In the mean time the monitor is observing the current position of the robot. When the intended position
is reached the success fluent is set to true and the perform block finishes, indicating to the caller that the plan
succeeded. When the monitor block detects that the
position of the base is not changing anymore but the
position is not in the tolerance range, a failure gets generated. The recover block gets started by the generated
failure and directs the base to move to a random nearby
position, and restarts the perform block. The recover
block is retrying the plan forever. Our tests showed that
this approach is a very successful error recovery strategy.
Still the recover block could be simply altered to per-

form a retry, for example 4 times and indicate that the
plan failed. This can trigger high-level failure handling
to resolve the error.
An implementation example can be seen in Listing
1.
Listing 1 Example implementation of with-failure-handling
for base navigation.
( with-failure-handling f a i l u r e ( )
( recover ( ( typep f a i l u r e
’ navigation-failed )
( move-to-random-nearby-position )
( restart-perform )))
( monitor
( if ( position-not-changing )
( if ( destination-reached-p )
( pulse continue )
( fail
: class n a v i g a t i o n - f a i l e d ) ) ) )
( perform
( goto-destination )
( wait-for continue ) ) ) )

7 Results
In Section 3.4, 4.4 and 5.3 we have given a quantitative analysis of the base positioning, vision and reaching
modules. In this section, we describe the results from
evaluating the system as a whole.
The platform is evaluated in two sessions. First at a
public demonstration, where the main goal was to test
the robustness of the system under continuous deployment. A second later session was used for a quantitative
analysis of the error recovery functionality. In this session, RPL and the algorithm for determining successful
grasp places were also included in the system.

7.1 Public Demonstration
We introduced the system described in this paper to the
public on 18.10.2008, at the “Tag der offenen Tür” (open
house) of the Technische Universität München. During
this demonstration, the robot almost continually performed the application scenario, where it locates, grasps
and lifts a cup from the table, and then transports it to
a work-surface next to the kitchen oven. It performed
this scenario 50 times in approximately 6 hours. Fig. 30
depicts three pictures taken during the demonstration.
This successful demonstration has convinced us that the
robot hardware and software are robust enough to deploy amongst the general public.

7.2 Failure Detection and Recovery
We wanted to quantify this subjective success in the public demonstration with an empirical study. To evaluate
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Fig. 30 Some photos of the public demonstration at the
Technische Universität München.

the reliability of our overall system and its subcomponents, we test the setup of the public demonstration,
which required a human operator to look after the system to detect failures. Then we replaced the simple control program by a more sophisticated RPL kernel, and
run a test again under similar conditions. The overall
system succeeded if the mug was brought to a predefined
position on the counter. Meanwhile we observed all subsystems for errors. The experimental setup and possible
environmental influences are described in detail in Table 2. The navigation, vision, and grasping subsystems
were previously described. Additionally, an RFID object
identification system was used to trigger the start of the
experiment. Objects within the kitchen are marked with
RFID tags, and a database contains the mapping between the IDs and the specific objects. There is an RFID
antenna installed under the table, covering a surface of
0.5m x 0.5m. When an RFID tag corresponding to a
Mug is detected, the system will trigger the start of the
experiment, indicating that there is a Mug to pick up.
The results of the empirical study can be seen in Table 3. Each subsystem has different sources of error, and
if there is no error detection, a problem in one subsystem
will make the whole system fail. As the table shows, once
we put some measures to detect problems in each subsystem, and retry if necessary, the amount of successful
runs increases from 46.8% to 96.8%. Some of the specific
problems that happened are:
A discrepancy between the acceptable accuracies for
the navigation controller of the base and the localization
software created a problem that prevented the genera-
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tion of the successful-arrival event. Sadly, the rest of the
system would wait forever. The implemented solution is
to monitor the navigation subsystem, and re-issue the
position command again after a timeout.
The errors of the vision subsystem consist mainly of
incorrectly detected objects, or errors in the orientation
over 4 degrees, which exceeds the tolerance for a successful grasp. To deal with this, a monitoring program
observes the position of the gripper after the attempt,
and determines if the grasp was successful. If not, it orders the arm to move away to clear the line of sight of
the cameras and the localization of the cup using vision
is repeated.
The main reason for grasping errors is that there are
local minima in the vector field (that can appear when
the goal was incorrectly detected too close to an obstacle). The tracking of the arm is not perfect given kinematic limitations, and this might make the arm move
in a loop. A monitoring program detects when the arm
enters into this loop, or stops moving before reaching its
target, and then will re-try by moving the robot base to
a nearby position. For the second trial we also added the
module that computes a position from which grasping is
likely to succeed (Section 3), which allowed us to place
cups on the entire table. This enabled the robot to grasp
cups that were out of range in the first trial.
8 Conclusion
In this article we have presented the current state of
our investigations of methods for achieving more general
manipulation capabilities for mobile manipulation platforms, which produce legible behavior in human living
environments. We have proposed an integrated system
that performs simple vision-guided everyday manipulations in a human living environment. The manipulation
task is to put typical, easy to grasp everyday objects,
e.g. mugs and plates, on the table in order to perform a
household task such as setting the table.
In this context, we have extended the basic manipulation capabilities of a mobile manipulation platform in
several important ways that increase the generality and
compactness of the robot control systems and the legibility of the behavior they produce. These extensions are
threefold and include: 1) place- instead of position-based
mobile manipulation; 2) object recognition and localization methods that can automatically learn environmentspecific 3D models for object categories and use the specialized models for improved object recognition and localization; 3) a method for learning reaching strategies
from humans and implementing them through Dynamic
Movement Primitives.
In order to achieve generality we developed and implemented a concept of action-related place. A place is
realized as the set of positions from where the object
can successfully be grasped, weighted with the probability that the subsequent reaching and grasping action
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Subsystem
Navigation

Offline Information
Previously learned Map

Vision

Known Object (Mug)

Grasp

Predefined Target Object (Mug)

RFID

Map of RFID tags to object types

Possible error sources
Odometry failure
New obstacles (Humans in the kitchen)
Position outside the allowed variation ±40cm (x and y)
Orientation outside the allowed Variation ±20◦
Clutter
Vision Inaccuracy (±1cm)
Handle slipped
Mug not in range of the antenna

Table 2 Detailed description of the subsystems used in the experiment with external influences.

Without ER
With ER

Runs

Succ.

32
32

15
31

Errors (Occurred/Detected)
Total ⇒ Navi Vision Grasp RFID
20/0
6/0
4/0
8/0
0/0
22/19
7/6
5/5
10/8
0/2

Table 3 Execution episodes with and without error recovery (ER).

will succeed. The advantages of using places instead of
positions are that places can take the uncertainties of
position estimates into account, that places for multiple
manipulation tasks can be combined to compute places
from where all manipulation tasks can be successfully
performed at once, and that places do not commit to
one specific position in advance, but implement a leastcommitment strategy. As places are learned from experience, it is a very general strategy that can be applied to
different robot platforms and tasks, which is preferable
to hand-coding places, as in [33]. We are currently investigating how to learn places that generalize over multiple
objects and grasps.

gies of humans and mapping them into robot control enables people to infer what the robot is doing through
perspective taking. Likewise, because the robot learns
the places that are appropriate for performing the respective actions, going to the respective places already
indicates the manipulation actions to be performed.
Besides further scaling the generality of our control
programs we also investigate the integration of the manipulation capabilities described in this article into more
comprehensive control systems that are capable of performing complete activities such as setting the table or
cleaning up.
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